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Abstract
Cross-species transmission of viruses poses a sustained threat to public health. Due to increased contact between humans
and other animal species the possibility exists for cross-species transmissions and ensuing disease outbreaks. By using conventional PCR amplification and next generation sequencing, we obtained 130 partial or full genome kobuvirus sequences
from humans in a sentinel cohort in Vietnam and various mammalian hosts including bats, rodents, pigs, cats, and civets.
The evolution of kobuviruses in different hosts was analysed using Bayesian phylogenetic methods. We estimated and
compared time of origin of kobuviruses in different host orders; we also examined the cross-species transmission of kobuviruses within the same host order and between different host orders. Our data provide new knowledge of rodent and bat
kobuviruses, which are most closely related to human kobuviruses. The novel bat kobuviruses isolated from bat roosts in
Southern Vietnam were genetically distinct from previously described bat kobuviruses, but closely related to kobuviruses
found in rodents. We additionally found evidence of frequent cross-species transmissions of kobuviruses within rodents.
Overall, our phylogenetic analyses reveal multiple cross-species transmissions both within and among mammalian species,
which increases our understanding of kobuviruses genetic diversity and the complexity of their evolutionary history.
Key words: kobuvirus; next generation sequencing; Bayesian phylogenetics; cross-species transmission.
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1. Introduction

2. Materials and methods

Many human pathogens that are of current public health concern are zoonotic or originate from domestic or wild
animals before adapting to humans (Woolhouse and GowtageSequeria 2005; Zhuo and Feschotte 2015). Pathogens that infect
multiple host species are more likely to emerge in human
populations than host-restricted pathogens (Taylor, Latham,
and Woolhouse 2001). It is therefore important to understand
the genetic diversity of viruses circulating in both human and
animal populations and to identify possible cross-species
transmissions.
Aichi Virus A-1 (hereafter ‘AiV-A1’) is one of several
recently discovered enteric viruses associated with acute gastroenteritis in humans which belongs to the Kobuvirus genus
(Yamashita et al. 1991). Kobuviruses have a single-stranded,
positive-sense RNA genome 6.9–8.4 kb in length. The genome
structure is composed of a leader protein (L), followed by
structural capsid proteins (VP0, VP3, and VP1) and nonstructural proteins (2 A–2 C and 3 A–3 D) (Yamashita et al.
1998, 2003; Ng et al. 2012). To date, kobuviruses have been
found in multiple host taxa including humans, lagomorpha
(rabbits), chiroptera (bats), rodentia, artiodactyla, carnivora,
and aves, as well as in environmental samples (Yamashita
et al. 2003; Reuter et al. 2008, 2010; Kapoor et al. 2011a; Wu
et al. 2012; Lodder et al. 2013; Smits et al. 2013; Oem et al. 2014;
Pankovics et al. 2015, 2016). Kobuviruses are currently grouped
into six different species (AiV A to F) and unassigned kobuviruses according to the latest report of International
Committee on Taxonomy of Viruses (https://talk.ictvonline.
org/taxonomy/). However, it is still unclear whether the broad
host range of kobuviruses is indicative of cross-species transmission events. Additionally, there may be novel and
unknown kobuviruses present in other host species; their
existence may increase the scope for further transmission
events between animals and humans.
Vietnam has a large human population and high livestock
density (Gerber et al. 2005). Approximately half of the
Vietnamese population participate in small-scale animal production (GSO 2013; Rabaa et al. 2015). Many smallholdings have
minimum biosecurity and house several different animal species within a small area. Housing different animal species
within a single enclosure creates an environment where interspecies transmission of pathogens may be more likely. In addition, eating wild animals that have been hunted and
commercial wildlife farming (such as bamboo rats, civets, porcupines, wild boars, and bats) are both popular in Vietnam as a
result of population growth and urban prosperity (Cooper 1995;
Drury 2011; Deutsch and Murakhver 2012). Such activities
increase the likelihood of pathogen transfer between wildlife,
humans and domestic animals (Krause 1994).
VIZIONS (The Vietnamese Initiative for Zoonotic
Infections) is a multidisciplinary project aiming to understand
the emergence of zoonotic viral pathogens by analysing virus
populations in: 1, hospitalised patients, 2, people who maintain regular contact with animals, and 3, diverse animal populations (Rabaa et al. 2015). The aim of this study, conducted
with VIZIONS, was to describe the genetic diversity of currently circulating kobuviruses in human and non-human
hosts in Vietnam. In particular, we aimed to investigate
the likelihood of putative cross-species transmissions of
kobuviruses.

2.1 Viral sequences
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The VIZIONS project instigated the collection of faecal samples
from diarrheal patients admitted to Dong Thap Provincial hospital in southern Vietnam (n ¼ 671) along with rectal swabs and
fecal samples from people who had occupational or residential
exposure to animals (a ‘high risk’ cohort) from November 2012
to May 2016 (n ¼ 551). Faecal samples and rectal swabs from
domestic pigs (n ¼ 278) and farmed wild boars (n ¼ 7) were also
collected. Rodent faecal samples (n ¼ 315) were collected from
rats that were purchased at the local wet market. Bat faecal
samples (n ¼ 179) were collected from roosting sites. Faecal samples from 45 dogs and 13 cats that belonged to members of the
high-risk cohort were also collected (Carrique-Mas et al. 2015).
In total 2,059 samples were subjected to a viral diagnostic
algorithm and put through a next generation sequencing (NGS)
process (Rabaa et al. 2015). Samples were enriched for viruses,
after which nucleic acid was extracted (de Vries et al. 2011,
2012). All nucleic acids were transcribed and subjected to second strand synthesis. Prepared dsDNA were sequenced on an
Illumina HiSeq platform. The resulting dsDNA from each sample was sheared and fractionated to 400–500 bp in length, after
which Illumina adapters with a unique barcode were ligated to
the fragments. Resulting libraries were sequenced with the
Illumina HiSeq platforms to generate 3–4 million 250 bp pairedend reads per sample (Munnink et al. 2017). The quality of the
reads was assessed using FASTQC (Davis et al. 2013). Primers
and lower quality bases were trimmed using Cutadapt (Marcel
2011). Read pairs likely to have derived from host organisms
(limited to humans, pigs and rodents), bacteria or archaea were
identified and removed with Kraken (Wood and Salzberg 2014).
De novo assembly on remaining read pairs (presumed viral) was
conducted using CLC Assembly Cell V 5.0.4 (https://www.qiagen
bioinformatics.com/products/clc-assembly-cell/). The resultant
contigs were compared with the NCBI GenBank nt database
using BLASTn.
Additionally, we obtained kobuvirus sequences from a second VIZIONS study, which exploited PCR screening for multiple
viruses in rodents and civets in Vietnam in April and May 2014.
In this study, 375 rats were trapped from four different provinces: Dong Thap, Long An, An Giang, and Dak Lak. An additional
32 bamboo rats and 30 civets were purchased from farms in Dak
Lak province. Faecal samples and tissue samples (e.g. liver,
spleen, and lung) were aseptically collected during postmortem and stored in sterile tubes at 20 C. RNA was extracted
from 10% (w/v) of faecal sample suspension using a MagNA
Pure 96 Viral NA small volume kit (Roche) and an automated
extractor (Roche) as described previously (Van Dung et al. 2014).
Reverse transcription was performed using SuperScript III
Reverse Transcriptase (Invitrogen, UK) following the manufacturer recommendations. cDNA was screened for kobuviruses
using a nested PCR protocol with generic primers targeting the
VP1 region (Van Dung et al. 2016). Characterization of viral
sequences in PCR amplification positive samples was performed by sequencing of the VP1 region using primers defined
in Supplementary Table S1.
Newly identified sequences were aligned with kobuvirus
reference sequences from NCBI database using ClustalW
(Larkin et al. 2007). We used SSE V1.3 software to calculate
uncorrected distance of new sequences against reference
sequences (Simmonds 2012). All kobuvirus sequences determined in this study were deposited in GenBank under accession
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numbers KT944135 to KT944197, MF947381 to MF947447.
GenBank accession numbers, hosts and geographic locations of
all kobuvirus sequences used in this study are listed in
Supplementary Table S2.

2.2 Phylogenetic analysis
We estimated the phylogenies of the dated samples using a
Bayesian Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method which was
implemented using the Bayesian evolutionary analysis in
BEAST v.1.8.2 (Drummond et al. 2012). Different combinations of
substitution models, clock models and population size models
were evaluated by using the path sampling sampling to estimate marginal likelihoods (Baele et al. 2012). The best fitting
model was a general time-reversible model with a gamma distribution (G) across sites as the substitution model, with an
uncorrelated log-normal relaxed molecular clock model and
with a constant size coalescent process prior over the phylogenies. The MCMC chains were run for 100 million iterations with
sub-sampling every 10,000 iterations and 10% burn-in. MCMC
convergence and effective sample size of parameter estimates
were evaluated using Tracer 1.5 (http://beast.bio.ed.ac.uk). Our
sequence data were obtained from samples collected over a
short time period (within 5 years) so cannot be used to generate
robust estimates of the substitution rate and time to the most
recent common ancestor (TMRCA). Therefore, we applied an
informative prior on the substitution rate parameter using a
normal distribution (mean rate ¼ 2  103 substitutions/site/
year; SD ¼5  104) based on published evolution rates of the
VP1 gene of related picornaviruses in both humans and nonhumans, as is fully described in our previous study (Lu et al.
2016). An asymmetric model with Bayesian Stochastic Search
Variable selection (BSSVS) was applied to identify statistically
significant transition rates between host species and geographic
locations. Maximum clade credibility (MCC) trees were summarized using Tree Annotator and visualized using FigTree v1.4.0
(http://tree.bio.ed.ac.uk/software/figtree/).

3. Results
3.1 genetic diversity of Vietnamese kobuviruses
We obtained in total 130 partial genome sequences of kobuviruses from six different host populations in Vietnam: humans,
pigs, rodents, bats, cats, and civets. PCR screening identified a
high prevalence of kobuviruses in bamboo rats (81%; 26/32), rats
(21%; 77/375), and civets (17%; 5/30). Sixty-three VP1 gene
sequences were then amplified from bamboo rats (n ¼ 23), rats
(n ¼ 39), and civets (n ¼ 1) from samples which were PCR positive for kobuviruses. From the 2,097 extractions subjected to
NGS, we detected 157 kobuvirus RNA sequences from total contigs with HSPs (high-scoring segment pairs) scores 500 by running BLASTn. The highest prevalence of kobuviruses was in
bats (44%, 78/179), followed sequentially by rats (17%, 55/315),
cats (15%, 2/13), and pigs (8%, 22/285). Kobuviruses had a much
lower prevalence in humans (0.8%, 11/1, 222) than in the other
mammalian species except in dogs (0, 0/45). From these contigs
we obtained 19 kobuvirus genome sequences with length
>5,000 bp and an additional 48 VP1 gene sequences with length
500–831 bp.
We next reconstructed a Bayesian MCMC tree for 416 kobuvirus VP1 sequences isolated from 7 different host orders and
15 countries, including newly identified Vietnamese sequences
in this study (n ¼ 130) and all available kobuvirus sequences
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with full length VP1 (n ¼ 286) retrieved from GenBank
(Supplementary Table S2). The kobuviruses VP1 sequences in
our study clustered together with previously isolated kobuviruses from the same host taxon: human-derived kobuviruses
fell into the AiV-A1 clade; pig-derived sequences fell into Clade
AiV-C1; cat-derived kobuviruses grouped with the other feline
kobuvirus sequences in Clade AiV-A4; the civet kobuvirus
sequence fell between feline and canine kobuviruses clades;
and rodent isolates grouped with previously described mouse
kobuviruses. However, the kobuviruses found in Vietnamese
bats were divergent from previously found bat kobuviruses, but
were closely related to the clade of rodent kobuviruses (Fig. 1).
To better determine the zoonotic origin and the crossspecies transmission of kobuviruses, we applied a discrete trait
model with BSSVS on MCMC time-scaled phylogenies. The estimated origin time of the entire Kobuvirus genus is over 1,000
years but with considerable uncertainty (mean ¼ 1,091 years;
95% highest posterior density (HPD): 587–1,704 years) (Fig. 1).
Three major clades can be seen in the simplified kobuvirus phylogeny (Fig. 1). One major clade (AiV-A), which is the largest species with a wider host range than other kobuvirus species was
composed of kobuviruses found in humans (AiV-A1), canines
(AiV-A2), sewage (AiV-A3), felines (AiV-A4), birds (AiV-A5), and
rats (AiV-A6). The TMRCA of AiV-A was estimated as 200 years
ago, but again with considerable uncertainty (mean ¼ 198 years;
95% HPD: 112–750 years), with carnivora as the most likely
ancestor host order (host posterior probability ¼ 0.59). The second clade was comprised of AiV-B, C, and D, with the majority
of kobuviruses from artiodactyla (swine, bovine, and ovine) and
1 sequence (KF006985) from ferrets (Smits et al. 2013). The
recently discovered kobuviruses from rabbits (AiV-E) and bats
(AiV-F and unassigned kobuviruses), were distinct from the two
main clades.
We identified several statistically supported (Bayes Factor  5)
transmission events between different host taxa during the evolution of kobuviruses (Fig. 1). There was a very strongly supported
host jump from artiodactyla (sheep) to carnivora (ferret) with
BF ¼ 62. There was also a strongly supported jump from bats to
rabbits with BF ¼ 20. We additionally detected cross-species
transmission between bats and rodents, but with only moderate
support for either direction (BF ¼ 8 from rodents to bats; BF ¼ 5
from bats to rodents). We further observed that rodent kobuvirus
clade and Vietnamese bat kobuvirus clade were the two clades
that were the most closely related to human kobuvirus (AiV-A1)
(Fig. 1). However, the genetic distance between rodent/bat kobuvirus clades and AiV-A1 clade was substantial providing no direct
evidence that AiV-A1 originated directly from rodents or bats. In
addition, there were possible historical host jumps from carnivora to humans, and from carnivora to birds, but with weak support only (both with BF < 5).

3.2 Kobuviruses in rodents
We isolated 77 rodent-derived kobuvirus sequences from Vietnam,
including 41 sequences from six murine species (including
Bandicota indica, Rattus argentiventer, Rattus norvegicus, Rattus
tanezumi, Rattus exulans, and Rattus losea) and 23 sequences from
bamboo rats (Rhizomys pruinosus), which belong to the family
Spalacidae. Kobuvirus VP1 sequences recovered from the six
murine species exhibited a varied nucleotide sequence identity of
78–100%; Bamboo rat-derived kobuvirus sequences Bamboo
rat-derived kobuvirus sequences were highly similar to each other
(nucleotide sequence distances in the range of 0–2.9%).
Phylogenetic analysis showed that these sequences fell into a
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Figure 1. Simplified MCC tree representing the time-scale phylogeny of kobuviruses from all hosts based on the VP1 gene. The nodes of Kobuvirus species that have
multiple sequences are collapsed into polytomies. Branches are coloured according to their descendent nodes annotated by the different host orders, with the key for
colours shown on the left. Bayesian posterior probabilities are given at the nodes of major clades. The names of kobuvirus species (AiV A to F and unassigned kobuvirus) are presented on the node if represented by multiple sequences or above the branch if represent by a single sequence. Red stars indicated Vietnamese sequences
obtained in that host species in this study. Cross-species transmission with Bayes Factor 5 is indicated with arrows. The scale bars indicate the branch lengths in
year. The tree being labelled with sequences accession numbers is in Supplementary Fig. S1.

rodent kobuvirus clade together with five previously reported
kobuvirus sequences (Phan et al. 2011; Ng et al. 2012; Firth et al.
2014) with a TMRCA of 73 years (with 95%HPD 55–236 years) (Figs 1
and 2). The entire rodent kobuvirus phylogeny could be grouped
into four subclades. One subclade was composed of 41 murine
Vietnamese sequences, the second subclade was composed of all
bamboo rat sequences, 12 murine Vietnamese sequences, as well
as three sequences isolated from brown rats (R. norvegicus) in USA
(Firth et al., 2014). A sewage-derived kobuvirus KoV-SewKTM (Ng
et al. 2012) and a Vietnamese rat kobuvirus (KT944172) grouped
together and formed a third subclade. One kobuvirus (JF755427),
isolated from a wild Canyon mouse (Peromyscus crinitus, Cricetidae)
in the USA (Phan et al. 2011), was divergent from all the other
sequences (Fig. 2). These results confirmed that rodent-derived
kobuviruses are present in multiple rodent families across wide
geographic distances.
Our ancestral reconstruction also revealed extremely frequent transmissions of kobuviruses between the six species
within the Muridae family (Fig. 3 and Supplementary Table S3).
Kobuviruses from B. indica may have been transmitted to four
rodent species with mean transmission rate ¼ 0.02–0.06
exchanges year1 and BF ¼ 9–85. Kobuviruses from R. argentiventer have been transmitted to two other rodent species with
mean transmission rate ¼ 0.01 and 0.05 exchanges year1 and
BF ¼ 17 and 27, respectively. Kobuviruses from R. norvegicus
have been transmitted to three other rodent species with mean
transmission rate ¼ 0.01–0.02 exchanges year1 and BF ¼ 5–6;
transmissions in reverse direction were also supported
(Supplementary Table S3). There was a notable host jump from
Muridae to Spalacidae, with the specific species R. norvegicus
acting as a donor for R. pruinosus, with mean transmission rate
¼ 0.01 and BF ¼ 5 (Figs 2 and 3). These results indicate that
rodent-derived kobuviruses may be transmitted frequently
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within the same rodent family, and may also transmit between
different rodent families.

3.3 Kobuviruses in bats
We isolated 38 partial kobuvirus genome sequences (length ¼
523–6,859 nt) from bat faeces collected from bat roosts in
Vietnam, which were closely related to rodent kobuviruses.
Comparing the entire coding region (2, 164aa), a Vietnamese bat
kobuvirus (MF947437) showed 87% aa identity to a Vietnamese
rodent kobuvirus (MF947446) as well as to KoV-SewKTM.
MF947437 also showed 74% aa identity to a mouse kobuvirus
(JF755427), but only 40% aa identity to a known bat kobuvirus
(KJ641686). Comparing the VP1 region only, the Vietnamese bat
kobuvirus sequences shared 82–92% aa identity to rodent kobuviruses (Supplementary Fig. S2). The time-scaled phylogeny of
VP1 regions showed that the clade of Vietnamese bat kobuviruses and the clade of rodent kobuviruses were close related
with a TMRCA estimated at 100 years but with some uncertainty (mean 99 years, 95% HPD 55–164 years). Vietnamese bat
sequences may have a more recent TMRCA with mean estimate
of 43 years (95% HPD 10–78 years) (Fig. 1). Further metagenomic
investigations indicated that the bat faecal samples belonged to
two bat species: Scotophilus kuhlii and Murina ussuriensis. These
two bat species are within the family Vespertilionidae and are
commonly found in Asia (Parker, Rambaut, and Pybus 2008).
Further ancestral reconstruction of Vietnamese bat kobuvirus
VP1 sequences indicated possible cross-species transmission
between the two species (with BF > 100), despite the limited
sample size (Fig. 4). In addition, we observed that the
Vietnamese bat kobuvirus VP1 sequences were separated into
two subclades. It is unclear whether the clustering of the two
subclades was associated with bat species differentiation as the
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Figure 2. MCC tree representing the time-scale phylogeny of kobuviruses found in rodents based on the VP1 gene. Branches are coloured according to their descendent
nodes annotated by the different rodent families, with the key for colours shown on the left. The accession number with the host species and isolation countries of
sequences are showed at the tips. Sequences obtained in this study are highlighted in blue. Bayesian posterior probabilities are given at the nodes of major clades. The
scale bars indicate the branch lengths in year.

uneven samples from two bat species (37 samples from S. kuhlii
n ¼ 37 and 1 sample from M. ussuriensis), and is also not related
to geographic separation though the bat faecal samples, which
were known to be collected from two districts (Cao Lanh and
Chau Tang) in Dong Thap province (Supplementary Fig. S3).

3.4 Kobuviruses in humans
The human kobuviruses (AiV-A1) were closely related to rodent
kobuviruses and Vietnamese bat kobuviruses (Fig. 1). Here, we
obtained six human AiV-A1 sequences from Dong Thap province in Vietnam duriNg 2012–16. Four (MF947441, MF947407,
MF947442, and MF947408) were identified in hospitalized young
children (2 months to 2 years old) with diarrhoea, only one
patients (where MF947442 were isolated from) had contact with
animals (kept dogs and cats at home) in the record. Two
(MF947409 and MF947410) were isolated from adult farm
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workers who had close contact with animals (including domestic pigs, chickens, ducks, dogs, and cats). None of them had contact with rodents and bats in the record. The estimated mean
TMRCA of AiV-A1 overall (including three Genotypes A–C) was
73 years with 95% HPD¼ 41–218 years. Genotypes A and B have
similar TMRCAs, originating in the early 1980 s (mean ¼ 35 years
and 95% HPD ¼ 17–40 years for Genotype A; mean ¼ 33 years
and 95% HPD ¼ 22–43 years for Genotype B). Phylogenetic analysis of VP1 gene sequences showed that the six AiV-A1 sequences found in our study all belonged to Genotype B with an
estimated TMRCA around 2006. They were close related to other
Genotype B sequences isolated from southeast China and South
Korea in 2008 and 2010. Two AiV-A1 sequences (EU143279 and
EU143278) have been previously detected in Dong Thap province in 2002 and 2003; they belong to Genotype A (Pham et al.,
2008). This result may indicate the current dominant AiV-A1 in
Dong Thap province in Vietnam is Genotype B, the ancestor of
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which existed and spread in this area over a 10-year time frame
(Supplementary Fig. S4).

3.5 Kobuviruses in cats and civets
We identified one partial genome sequence of kobuvirus
(MF947443) from a cat faecal sample in Dong Thap province.
It had high nucleotide identity with other cat kobuviruses
(90–93%). Asian palm civets (Paradoxurus hermaphrodites;
Viverridae family) are farmed in Vietnam for the production of
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civet coffee (Deutsch and Murakhver 2012). We isolated a kobuvirus VP1 sequence (KT944174) from civet faecal samples taken at a
civet farm in Dak Lak province. It represents the first reported
kobuvirus in Asian palm civets. This civet kobuvirus sequence
was comparable to canine and feline kobuviruses, with 70–77% nt
identity. Phylogenetic analysis showed the civet sequence fell
into the clade composed of kobuviruses isolated from carnivora,
including cats (Felis catus), dogs (Canis lupus), and foxes (Vulpes
vulpes), but it belonged to a separate sub-lineage from canine
kobuviruses and feline kobuviruses (Figs 1 and 5). In addition, the
phylogeny of kobuviruses found in carnivora (including Canidae,
Felidae, and Viverridae families) matched the branching order of
their host phylogeny (Cornelis et al. 2012), consistent with no
cross-species transmission events.
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Figure 3. Transmission network of kobuviruses in 7 rodent species. Size of nodes
describes the number of kobuviruses from each species. Arrows show the direction of transmission between species; the arrow width indicates per capita
transmission rate (exchanges year1). Transmission rates and BF support are
given in Supplementary Table S3.

In a previous study, we described the genetic diversity and spatiotemporal transmission of porcine kobuviruses (AiV-C1) in
Vietnam using the VP1 sequences isolated between February
and April 2012. We identified three co-circulating subclades in
domestic pigs in Dong Thap province (Lu et al. 2016). In the
present study, we obtained seven VP1 gene sequences of AiV-C1
in Dong Thap province from March 2013 to October 2014: four
sequences (MF947411, MF947412, MF947413, and MF947416)
belong to Clade 1, two (MF947414 and MF947415) belong to
Clades 2 and 1 sequence (MF947417) belongs to Clade 3, indicating the three sub-clades of AiV-C1 are continuously cocirculating in Vietnam (Supplementary Fig. S5).
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Figure 4. MCC tree representing the time-scale phylogeny of kobuviruses found in Vietnamese bats based on the VP1 gene. Branches are coloured according to their
descendent nodes annotated by the different bat species, with the key for colours shown on the left. Sequences obtained in this study are highlighted in blue. Bayesian
posterior probabilities are given at the nodes of major clades. The scale bars indicate the branch lengths in year.
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Figure 5. MCC tree representing the time-scale phylogeny of kobuviruses found in carnivora according to the VP1 gene. Branches are coloured according to their
descendent nodes gannotated by the different carnivora families, with the key for colours shown on the left. The accession number with the host species and isolation
countries of sequences are showed at the tips. Sequences obtained in this study are highlighted in blue. Bayesian posterior probabilities are given at the nodes of major
clades. The scale bars indicate the branch lengths in year.

4. Discussion
Kobuviruses have a broad host range and can be transmitted
either by physical contact, or indirectly from an environment
contaminated by faecal shedding (Reuter Reuter, Boros, and
Pankovics 2011). Therefore, it is plausible that kobuviruses can
be transmitted between different host taxa. Phylogenetic analysis supported the possibility of historical transmission events
between different host orders, including jumps between artiodactyla and carnivora, between rabbits and bats, and between
rodents and bats.
The rodentia is the largest order of mammals, comprising
about 43% of all mammalian species (Huchon et al. 2002).
Rodents are known to harbour pathogens that cause > 60
human diseases (Meerburg, Singleton, and Kijlstra 2009), as well
as viruses with unknown zoonotic potential (e.g. kobuviruses,
rosaviruses). Pathogens from rodents can be transmitted to
humans or other animals either directly, by handling animals
during trapping or farming, or indirectly, by occupying areas
inhabited by rodents (Meerburg, Singleton, and Kijlstra 2009). In
this study, although we found kobuviruses in both rodents and
humans, they were phylogenetically distinct. We did not detect
kobuviruses from people that had had close contact with
rodents. We found that kobuviruses may transmit frequently
between multiple wild rodent species in Vietnam. Notably, we
found a high prevalence of kobuviruses (81%) in farmed bamboo
rats, which likely originated from kobuviruses carried by wild
rodents.
Similar to rodents, bats are one of the most diverse and
widely distributed mammals. They are a natural reservoir for
many important emerging infectious viruses such as severe
acute respiratory syndrome-related coronaviruses, lyssaviruses,
filoviruses, and mammalian paramyxovirus (Johara et al. 2001;
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Leroy et al., 2005; Calisher et al. 2006; Drexler et al. 2012a). Batderived viruses can be transmitted to other host species via contamination of food with bat excreta, or direct exposure to bat
blood or excreta, or infection via intermediate hosts (Quan et al.
2013). Pathogens derived from other animals may also spill over
into bats, as some bat species feed on small vertebrates such as
rats and birds (Morrison 1983). Therefore, there is a possibility
of a bat-derived virus transmitting to rodents living in the same
environment or vice versa. In this study, we described a rodentlike kobuvirus from bat specimens in Dong Thap province in
Vietnam. However, direct evidence of virus spill over between
rodents and bats is still lacking. Ancestral reconstruction analysis indicated that kobuviruses are more likely to jump from
rodents to bats, although this result had only weak support.
Given that the common ancestor of the two lineages existed
>100 years ago, there could also be an unknown host of both
lineages and the host jump event may have occurred somewhere a long time before. In addition, the Vietnamese bat kobuviruses found in our study were distinct from the species AiV-F
and unassigned kobuviruses previously found in bats, indicating that bat-derived kobuviruses are quite diverse. In comparison, high genetic diversity has also been observed among
bat-derived hepaciviruses, which raises the possibility that
other hepaciviruses, including HCV, may have originated from
bats (Kapoor et al. 2011b; Drexler et al. 2012b; Quan et al. 2013).
However, for kobuvirus, although the clade of Vietnamese bat
kobuviruses is adjacent to the clade of human kobuviruses,
there is no clear evidence to show that AiV-A1 originated from
bats. Further investigation and discovery of kobuvirus sequences over larger geographical scales and in other host species
may help to clarify the evolutionary connections.
In conclusion, we have identified kobuviruses in animal and
human samples originating from Vietnam during between 2012
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and 2016. This is the first large-scale study investigating kobuviruses in human and animals. The sequences obtained in this
study provide new information on the occurrence of these
viruses in a wider range of hosts than previously known. Crossspecies transmission events are revealed at the host order, family and species levels. Further molecular and epidemiological
studies are required to determine the relevance, distribution,
and diversity of kobuviruses in larger geographic scales and
over time.
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